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SUMMARY
In this paper, the author discusses the Soviet system of camouflage
While the Russian word maskirovka, which is usually trans-

measures.

lated as camouflage,

is used by the Soviets to describe these measures,

much more is encompassed in what the author calls wthe Soviet system of
camouflagec than those measures normally associated with the term camouIncluded are such things as skillful use of terrain, deception

flage.

operations,

smoke operations, and anti-radar camouflage.

The author

discusses these measures and also examines the technical means of camouflage, i.e. standard camouflage equipment, available to Soviet units.
Finally, the author draws some conclusions as to the implications for
the West of Soviet camouflage employment techniques.
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MASKIROVKA:

THE SOVIET SYSTEM OF CAMOUFLAGE

Introduction
Throughout the history of warfare,

various deceptive tactics have

been used to convince the enemy that one's forces were larger than they
actually were or that they were located in a different position than
suspected.

However,

serious attention only began to be paid to camouflage

in the First World War.

By this time national armies had gotten away

f

from wearing bright colored uniforms and carrying glittering weapons

I

into battle.

f

Technological progress was,

of course,

the motivating

factor behind these changes; for as weaponry improved, stand-off dis-

j

fances increased, and cover and concealment could be used to one's advantage.
By the time of the Second World War,

camouflage came to be an impor-

tant weapon in the arsenal of national armed forces.

The Red Army was

quick to recognize the usefulness of camouflage and successfully employed

this technique throughout World War II.

'I

Sophisticated advances in the means of reconnaissance and observation
such as overhead photography (both aerial and satellite),

ground surveil-

lance and counter-battery radars, infrared devices and passive night
vision instruments have placed ever increasing demands on the use and
importance of camouflage.
*

as camouflage--represents

.

€and

confuse the enemy,

e

The Soviet term maskirovka--usually translated
a total system of measures designed to deceive

and reduce or eliminate the effectiveness of

his means of reconnaissance and is a response to the challenge of technology.

bw
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A number of books and numerous articles have been written by Soviet
authors concerning camouflage and its proper application.

The most recent

work was published in 1976 and represents an updating of older works.
This paper will be a general synthesis of the available unclassified
literature concerning the Soviet system of camouflage.

Its purpose is

to emphasize the importance the Soviets place on camouflage,

the effec-

tiveness of their camouflage applications, and the implications for United
States military personnel who may gain first hand experience of such
applications in a future conflict.
Lessons from Soviet Use of Maskirovka in World War II
As in almost all areas of current Soviet military training, considerable emphasis is placed on the successful employment of camouflage in
the Great Patriotic War -- World War II.

From both Soviet and German

references to the Soviet use of camouflage during the war, it
seen that the Soviet soldier had, and possibly still

1W

over his Western counterpart.

can be

has, an advantage

Some observers have concluded that the

Soviets possess an instinct for using camouflage to conceal themselves
and their activities.

For example,

during World War II one German

general observed that:

A

The Russian infantry-man was a master in the fortification
of field positions.
It was astonishing to see how quickly he
disappeared in the ground and camouflaged his location. Russian
soldiers inst nctively make use of the terrain so that they are
hard to spot.
Another observer concluded that "the Russian has a useful instinct for
camouflage,
continued:
r

r

deception,

and improvisation.

Further German observations

I

H

The kinship with nature, which the Russians have retained
to a greater degree than the other peoples of Europe, is also
responsible for the ability of the Russian soldier to adapt
himself to terrain features and actually to merge with them.
He is a master of camouflage, entrenchment, and defense
construction. With great speed he disappears into the earth,
digging in with unfailing instinct so as to utilize the
terrain to make his fortifications very difficult to discover.
When the Russian has dug himself into the soil and has molded 3
himself Into the landscape, he is a doubly dangerous opponent.
While a concept such as national character is nebulous indeed, it
cannot be discounted when evaluating an oppcnent.

In this case, the

Soviet natural instinct and affinity for the land as demonstrated during
World War 11, can aid in the employment of camouflage.
can enhance combat power cannot be disputed.

That camouflage

Added to a military force

that almost instinctively employs such techniques,

camouflage becomes

twice as effective.
In addition to the Soviet soldier's apparent instinct for applying
camouflage, his sLtict training Pnd the enforcement of camouflage disci-

I

pline within the Soviet armed forces enhance the effectiveness of his
camouflage techniques.

The Soviet soldier is superior to Western soldiers

in some respects and camouflage could possibly be one of those areas.
While the U.S. Army also has a camouflage doctrine,
that is always included in operational plans; nor is

it

is not something
it one of the first

considerations of the individual soldier fn a field environment.

Further-

more, while the U.S. uses camouflage netting and local vegetation to conceal troops and locations,

the extensive and imaginative use of these

materials is not on the same scale as that of the Soviet forces.

Based

on the emphasis given to camouflage techniques in Soviet military journals,
tnere can be no doubt that the Soviet soldier will continuously and

lI

efficiently use camouflage procedures in a future conflict.

Potential

adversaries must be cognizant of that fact.

*
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The Meaning of Maskirovka

In his book Taktika,

camouflage "is

Reznichenko states that the objective of

to conceal from the enemy the true position of our

troops and to give him a false idea of it

and thereby to lead him

into error and force him to a conclusion which does not correspond
to the situation.

Furthermore,

camouflage constitutes the most impor-

tant means of achiving surprise, which is one of the basic conditions for
success in battle."

4

Camouflage is defined as "a type of support for

the combat operations and daily routine of the troops; a set of measures

designed to mislead the enemy with respect to the presence and disposition of troops, various military installations, their status, combat
5
readiness, and operations, as well as the plans of the command element."t

This set of measures,

dP

or system of camouflage,

consists of such actions

as concealing true targets and installing simulated ones; carrying out
demonstrative actions; deliberately interfering with technical intelligence means; applying concealment

properties of the terrain; periodically

changing troop and command post locations; use of camouflage clothing,
paint and nets; light and sound discipline; anti-radar concealment; and
the use of disinformation.

6

With regard to the level of employment of the various camouflage
measures and the nature of the problems to be considered,

the Soviets sub-

divide camouflage into strategic, operational, and tacrical.7

Strategic

camouflage "consists of measures for the covert preparation of a strategic oieration or campaign, as well as disorientation of the enemy as to

4..

t4

Lue true purposes and actions of the Armed Forces." 8
9
only by decision of the Supreme High Command.
Operational camouflage is

It

is accomplished

implemented by decision of the front or

army commander and is directed at ensuring secrecy in preparing operations.

"It

is carried out with the purpose of disorienting the enemy

as to the nature of impending combat operations, the intent of the
operation, its scale, and the time of execution." 1 1
Tactical camouflage consists of those measures conducted by division or smaller size units in order to conceal preparation for, combat
or the disposition of forces.12

This paper will be limited to a dis-

cussion of operational and tactical camouflage.
Soviet Principles of Camouflage
To achieve the maximum effectiveness from their camouflage measures,
the Soviets empmasize four basic camouflage principles:

tion or plausibility, continuity and variety.

activity, convic-

By activity is meant the

reliable implementation of the entire complex of measures aimed at deceiving
the enemy with regards to the true disposition and intentions of one's
own troops.

A.3

For example,

during World War I1, a Soviet rifle company

was given the mission of defending an important mountain pass.

The

company commander ordered the deployment and concealment of the attached
antitank guns and mortars.
concealed --

He then ordered false positions prepared and

but not nearly as completely.

Following a probing action

by a German reconnaissance unit, the enemy launched a full scale attack
on the defenders by a group of nine bombers.

The bombers located and

attacked the false positions leaving the real gun deployments untouched.
The defenders were then able to repulse the ensuing ground attack of the

II

enemy with great success.

Thus,

the active nature of camouflage was

able to convince the enemy of the presence of troops and weapons in
places where they were not.

The plausibility or conviction of camouflage means that the measures
taken appear convincing to the enemy, creating an impression of reality
in scale, time, and place.

In one instance during the Great Patriotic

War, a rifle platoon secured a village and consolidated in it.
enemy had an observation point overlooking the village.

The

The platoon

commander sent small groups of soldiers away from the village and had
them return by a conspicuous route.

The enemy observers believed that

a large number of troops were concentrated in the village.
evening,

the platoon attacked.

In the

The enemy, believing he was outnumbered,

quickly withdrew with the loss of men as prisoners.i

6

Continuity of camouflage demands constant and timely execution of
camouflage measures.
and refreshed.

17

Concealing materials must be constantly renewed

"Attempts to use camouflage occasionally or to imple-

ment only certain elements of the complex [of camouflage measures] in
an isolated manner will not lead to the desired results."'18
circumstances of advanced means of reconnaissance,

Under present

there can be no

respite from the application of camouflage means i.e. they must have
continuity.
The final Soviet principle of camouflage is that of variety.
Variety means the exclusion of a pattern in implementing camouflage
measures,

in the selection of techniques and means of camouflage.

"Iden-

tical techniques of cover or in creating false objectives repeated
several times will sooner or later be revealed and recognized by the

6

enemy. #P19

Variety,

then, simply means avoiding repetition in the

application of camouflage medasures from operation to operation.
Applying the Principles
With these principles of camouflage in mind, the commander of each
battalion, company,

artillery battalion, and battery personally organizes

the camouflage activities of his subordinate units.

In doing so, he

cakes into consideration the forms and means of enemy reconnaissance,

the

revealing indicators of his type unit, the camouflage properties of the
terrain, the weather condition, season, and time of day.

20

The first assets that the Soviet commander uses are the local conditions.

He does not rely on sophisticated technical means of concealment

but uses ingenuity and imagination to effectively employ local resources
in the camouflage of his unit.

Along with his natural instinct for the

land, the Soviet soldier is trained in the skillful use of terrain.
'p

"Knowledge of the properties of terrain is required of soldiers and
sergeants of all companies of the forces of the Soviet Army.

In combat,

you see, literally all the troops must use terrain to camouflage their
actions,

to build and fortify sheltered positions for people and supplies,

for conducting firing conveniently."

21

Soviet forces can be expected to

use dense woods which contain uoncealing undergrowth for their defensive
positions and assembly areas.

This type environment allows for conceal-

ment from aerial, ground and radar observation.

Population points are

also favored camouflage locations and possess the additional advantage
of giving protection from heat reconnaissance devices.

The reverse

slopes of hills can be used to provide protection from enemy ground
observation.

---

Concealing of troops that are being deployed for rest

7

in assembly and concentration areas will be achieved primarily through
23
the skillful use of natural masking and cover.
In con'inction with the skillful use of terrain,

it

can be antici-

pated that Soviet forces will exploit periods of limited visibility i.e.
darkness,

fog, dense low cloud cover, and precipitation, when the effi-

ciency of the enemy's means of reconnaissance is limited.
believe, however,

that modern technology can still

The Soviets

penetrate the limiting

conditions with radar and infrared devices and stress that conditions of
limited visibility must be supplemented by other camouflage techniques.

24

Camouflage di3cipline is strictly enforced and enhances the effectiveness of other camouflage measures.

It consists of the special require-

ments of troop behavior necessary for a specific situation.

25

Depending on the character of the troop operations and the
conditions of the situation, movement of personnel and vehicles in
specified places may be limited or forbidden, and also the making
of tracks on open sectors of terrain, the use of lanterns and
lights without blackout devices, the firing of stoves and foraging
for wood, and the operation of radio communications facilities
to transmit.
Specific rules are also established for conducting
fire to preclude revealing its system prior to the beginning of
battle, and also rules for the use of night vision devices and
radar sets, the order of troop movement, the supplying of
26
material, and the engineering equipping of positions and areas.
During World War II,

the Russians enforced strict camouflage discipline

"f"any man who left his shelter during the day was punished severely, if.
it

was forbidden for reasons of camouflage."'27

There is no reason to

believe that today's Soviet soldiers would not be similarly treated.
Technical Means of Camouflage
In addition to the use of local resources,

Soviet units have a

variety of technical means available to them to aid in fulfilling their
camouflage responsibilities.

Included among these means are camouflage

S~I
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clothing, camouflage netting, and camouflage paint.

Camouflage clothing

generally consists of coveralls for the snow-less periods of the year and
white camouflage suits intended for use against a background of snow.

The

..overalls can be used against a background of either green vegetation or
28

sand.

Camouflage coveralls are worn by special troops such as snipers,

field engineers,

forward observers,

signal, and reconnaissance troops.

Other troops are expected to camouflage themselves with locally available
29
vegetation.
The Soviets have a variety of standard issue camouflage sets available for unit use.

The current model is designated as the MKT and is

produced in ;uree types:

MKT-L for a-er use; MKT-T which is trans-

parent for use on a background of green vegetation; and the MKT-S for
winter use.

The main components of the MKT set are the frame and the

cover or net. The cover is 12 meters by 18 meters and consists of 12
interchangeable elements. The various sets weigh between 40 and 70

tP

kilograms and can be erected in 5-10 minutes during daylight hours and
in a slightly longer period during the hours of darkness.

30

In addition to the MKT camouflage set, the Soviets also issue a

multi-purpose frameless net which they call the "Sharer."

It consists of

two camouflage covers each 12 meters by 18 meters in size, anchoring
pegs,

stakes, packing cases,

etc.

31

The "Shater" net is used to conceal

large items of combat equipment.

Standard screens and camouflage nets

issued in earlier years are still

available to troop units and supple32

f
,

IL
-

ment the MKT and "Shater" nets.
The covering material of the various camouflage sets is used to
construct screen covers, horizontal, vertical and disruptive screens.

9
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Screen covers are those which completely cover the item and touch the
ground on all sides.
vehicles,

ravines,

They can be used to conceal sectors of trenches,

bridges,

and so on.

Vertical screens are erected

to prevent ground observation while horizontal screens protect from
aerial observation.

Disruptive screening is used to break up the

4

characteristic outlines of mobile objects such as tanks,

trucks,

and

S~33
the like.
It

33

is both interesting and important to note that the Soviets

employ their camouflage nets in several unique ways.

By constructing

vertical screens parallel to lines of communication,

they are able to

restrict enemy observation of traffic moving along those routes.
they can be expected to employ over-the-road screens,

i.e.

Further,

screens

which straddle the road at sufficient height to allow passage of traffic
underneath and which thereby restrict overhead observation.
the standard issue camouflage sets is
*

Each of

expected to be supplemented with

.locallyavailable camouflage means such as trees,

brush,

fences and so

forth.
*

As is

the case with most modern armies,

a tool to aid in
painting is

the camouflaging of material.

i

Protective or dazzle

used for mobile objects while protective or simulating

painting is used for stationary objects.

*

the Soviets use paint as

Protective painting is

of one

solid color designed to make equipment less noticeable against a given
background.

Dazzle painting consists of differently shaped and colored

spots which correspond to those found on the surrounding terrain and
•is

0

designed to distort the external appearance of an object.
painting is basically dazzle painting of immovable objects.

t

10
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Simulating

A rather interesting component of the Soviet maskirovka complex
Is that of anti-radar camouflaging.

This type camouflage is achieved

by the creation of false targets or by blending into the terrain background those objects one wishes to conceal.

False targets are created

through the use of corner reflectors.
... Corner reflectors were very extensively used in World
War II and have not lost their importance in the present.
Linear or area interference masks are usually made up of them,
permitting reliable concealment of column movement over open
terrain from radar observation. With the aid of corner reflectors, it is also possible to camouflage against observation such
targets as bridges, dams and other road structures and, consequently, to prevent their destruction by a nuclear strike or by
"precision bombing by aircraft. It is also possible to create
dummy targets quickly and with minimum expenditure of effort
such targets5 as bridges, moving columns, areas of troop locations, etc.
These reflectors are made from sheet metal and can be placed on
poles, trees, or other local materials as well as on motorcycles or
vehicles.

They are generally comercially produced as the surface must

be extremely flat to maximize its radar wave reflecting capability. 3 6

m

Other Components of Maskirovka
The camouflage techniques discussed to this point have all related
to the concealment of troops and equipment.

Concealment, however,

only one part of the Soviet system of camouflage.

r

is

Also included in

maskirovka is the use of feints which are the intentional display of
troop units and equipment with the purpose of giving the enemy a false
picture of the unit's true intentions.

37

Disinformation is another component of maskirovka and consists of
the intentional dissemination of false information about one's forces,

i1J.

and so on In order to mislead the enemy and thereby create more favorable

conditions for achieving success.

IA
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The final component of maskirovka is simulation which consists of
reconstructing the telltale signs of troops and military installations

by building dummy structures and employing mock-ups of armament,
tary equipment,
lation.39

-

smoke agents,

electronic,

mili-

and light and sound simu-

The Soviets had extensive experience with such simulation

during World War II
porary articles.

and frequently recount their successes in contem-

For example,

in the fighting for Kursk,

the combat

engineers set up dummy artillery positions in one of the Soviet defensive

"sectors by

using wheels from vehicles and painted logs.

The simulated

guns were placed in emplacements and from a distance looked like the
real thing.

*

the engineers

simulated firing from the artillery pieces through the use of pyrotechnics.

L

When an enemy scout aircraft appeared,

Shortly, three flights of German bombers arrived to destroy the

artillery position.

Once they left, the engineers immedtatelv set to

p,1
work restoring the simulated guns.

The scene was repeated six times

over the course of the day causing the enemy to waste 117 bombs on this
one dumy target.

40

The Soviets believe so strongly in the utility of simulated activity that they have dedicated resources to the constcuction of collapsible
mock-ups of various pieces of equipment.

These mock-ups are transported

to the site where they are to be used in knock-down form.

that one truck can transport 7-10 mock-ups of tanks to the front. 4 1

imated

b

To be totally effective,
$1

•in

It is esti-

dummy positions must simulate a real position

terms of size, number of pieces of equipment for the unit simulated,

t
-

sound, light, activity of troops and so on.

The Soviets frequently

check on the effectiveness of their camouflage measures through obser"vation, photography, radar, and aerial reconnaissance. 4 2

A

12

II

Concealment measures are accomplished by units of all branches of
troops without special orders from the high command.
and disinformation, however,

Feints, simulation

are carried out only oy the direction of or

with the permission of the senior commander.43

This is necessary to

ensure the proper coordination of such operations with other friendly
forces.
Smoke Operations

One final aspect of Soviet camouflage needs to be examined and that
is the Soviet use of smoke.

Smoke can be used in support of both conceal-

ment and simulation activities.
application:

The Soviets identify three types of smoke

concealing smoke, blinding smoke,

and decoying smoke.

Con-

cealing smoke is used to hamper or preclude enemy observation of unit

operations.

Blinding smoke is deployed on enemy locations and obscures

the firing and observation points of the enemy thereby denying him the
capability of conducting observation over the battlefield.

Decoying

smoke is employed in areas not occupied by friendly troops with the purpose
of deceiving the enemy with regard to the actual location, movement, and
44
intentions of friendly forces.
An example from World War II will help
to clarify the employment of each of these type smoke screens:
During the fall of 1943, Soviet troops encountered strong German
defenses on the Sozh River south of Smolensk and were forced to halt
their attack.

The division commander decided to regroup his forces and

attack under the cover of smoke.

Using artillery and mortars, a blinding

smoke screen was laid down on the bank occupied by the Germans.

A camou-

flaging smoke screen was used to cover the two main routes for the troop
movement to the edge of the water.

913

Finally, a decoying smoke screen was

t
established at several fake sectors by means of smoke pots, including
the use of floating pots on the river's surface.

Smoke generation began

at the dummy crossing sites along with the simulation of the sounds of
troop movement to these sites.

When the enemy opened fire, his defen-

"sive positions were revealed and fired upon by the Soviets.
smoke generation began at the actual crossin

Subsequently,

sites and although the

defenders fired on them, the density of fire was not high.

Under cover

of smoke, the 3oviets were able to reach the river almost without losses,

*

cross it,

and break though the enemy defenses.

45

While the Soviets continue to emphasize the uses of smoke in situations like the one described above,
on the modern battlefield.

they are also aware of its usefulness

Smoke can be used to reduce the level of

thermal radiation resulting from nuclear detonations,

to degrade the

effectiveness of antitank guided missiles and laser guided munitions,
interfere with infrared,
sance instruments.

and

televisi6n, night vision, and radar reconnais-

46

The Soviets possess a wide variety of smoke producing devices including

*

hand and rifle grenades,

pots, drums, barrels,

bombs, and mortar and artillery shells.

generators, mines, aerial

Smoke can be delivered from

both fixed and rotary wing aircraft. 47 Additionally, many Soviet armored
vehicles have the capability of producing smoke by injecting raw fuel
directly into the engine exhaust manifold, vaporizing it
48
through the exhaust outlet.

and forcing it

4 "Conclusion

I

There can be no doubt that the Soviets are serious about camouflage.
The wide variety of means included in their system of camouflage

Cl
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encapsulated in the term maskirovka attests to that fact.

Nevertheless,

recent articles indicate that some officers do not believe that camou49
flage can achieve its stated goals.
They believe that the current

t

range of modem reconnaissance means can penetrate any camouflage employment and therefore is not worth using manpower and material resources in
its application.50

Such officers are often criticized by their superiors

and in the military press for their shortsightedness and in accordance
with Soviet doctrine, camouflage means continue to be emphasized during
training exercises.
The Soviet soldier will be a formidable adversary in any future
conflict.

By the skillful implementation of the techniques of camouflage

discussed here, his effectiveness can be increased.

Soviet forces made

wide use of camouflage during World War II and will undoubtedly do so
in the future.

Potential opponents must be aware of the kinds of acti-

vities the Soviets discuss in their literature and practice in their
exercises so that they can both recognize and counter them.

Hopefully,

this brief discussion has aided in the achievement of that goal.

L.
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